
JELESTINE KILLED BY A LARGE UPWARD BULLET, BINKI KILLED BY A 
SMALL DOWNWARD BULLET,  PRESUMABLY DURING A CROSSFIRE 
BETWEEN A GREEK TANKER AND A STILL UNKNOWN 
PIRATE/ROBBER SKIFF 
 
Let’s first of all clarify that calibres 5.56, 5.45 and 7.62mm are 
commonly used worldwide and in India as well. 
Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera informed us back in 2012 
about some details about the bullets (for non-Italian readers 
identical bullets and trajectories) that have now been changed by 
the Annexes that India submitted to ITLOS in Hamburg. 

  
 
Now India provides ITLOS with its official version and we have 
both autopsies but these DO NOT MENTION TWO IDENTICAL 
BULLETS NOR TWO DESCENDING TRAJECTORIES. 
The discovery of two differing calibres and trajectories for the 
bullets inside the victims reinforces Tronconi and Capuozzo’s 
thesis.  
 
St Antony, with Jelestine and Binki on board, that evening at 
9.20pm was the victim of crossfire between a still unknown boat 
and tanker Olympic Flair. That unknown boat (probably the same 
boat repelled at 4.30pmIST by tanker Lexie) killed Jelestine with a 
7.62mm bullet, typical of Russian origin rifles used in South Asia, 
with an ascending trajectory (wound extending upwards) as per 
autopsy. Binki was instead killed by a small bullet (could be 5.56 or 
5.45) with a descending trajectory (wound directed downwards) 
probably fired by the guards aboard tanker Olympic Flair which 
fled the scene. On the Diaplous Security site one can see the 5.56 
calibre weapons they use. 
 
Let’s now examine these attachments: one can realise how the 
bullet found inside JELESTINE’s head is compatible with calibre 
7.62mm (not used by the Italian marines). The excerpt below 
shows that the 20mm circumference indicated by Dr Sasikala 
(31mm in length and 20mm circumference measured at a point 
24mm above the base) MEANS A DIAMETER OVER 6MM BUT 
24MM FROM BASE. 

 

From the range of bullets shown below (a modified photo from Mr 
Di Stefano’s Technical Analysis) we can see which bullet measures 
6mm in diameter when taken at 24mm above the base. The image 
below proves that what caused Jelestine’s death was WITHOUT A 
DOUBT A 7.62x54R BULLET.                             

 
 
The bullet found in BINKI’s body is smaller and its 24mm length 
leads us to either the Russian 5.45x39 bullet or the shorter 
5.56x45 NATO bullet, both widely available and used all over the 
world, India included.  
 

   
 
Again by India we are told that the only 7.62mm weapon found on 
the Enrica Lexie was an MG heavy machine gun, together with an 
unused box containing 250 rounds (the Cabin 405 list below 
contains weapons that WERE NOT SEIZED as found irrelevant by 
the police). Moreover these 7.62x51 NATO bullets are far shorter 
than the Russian 7.62x54R shown above. 

 
 
 
All this means that India itself has indirectly provided the evidence 
that 
 
NEITHER JELESTINE NOR BINKI WERE KILLED BY THE ITALIAN 
MARINES. 
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